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INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC REVIEW 
Vol. 22, No. 2, June, 1981 

VARIABLE WAGES AND PRICES AND THE DEMAND 
FOR CAPITAL WITH DISCRETE AND 

CONTINUOUS ADJUSTMENTS* 

By P. K. BHATTACHARYA, J. KIMBALL DIETRICH, 

DONALD G. HECKERMAN AND DONALD E. MYERS' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Managers must be concerned with the effects of uncertain prices and wages on 
the investment decisions of firms. Suppose, for instance, that more erratic 
macroeconomic policies cause managers to anticipate greater uncertainty about 
future price-wage ratios. In this paper we identify the effects of increased un- 
certainty on the demand for capital by a small firm. Our results indicate that 
for firms which do not continuously adjust their capital stock, increased uncertain- 
ty about future price-wage ratios increases the demand for capital. The results 
also reveal that the effects of uncertainty on the demand for capital depend on 
the length of the interval between capital acquisition decisions. That is, the 
effects of uncertainty on the demand for capital depend on whether investment 
decisions are revised continuously, monthly, yearly, or at more infrequent inter- 
vals. 

We consider a multiperiod model of a small firm. The firm views prices, 
wages, and the discount rate as exogenous variables given by the economy. 
Managers are assumed to adjust the firm's demand for labor continuously and to 
adjust the capital stock at discrete time intervals with the objective of maximizing 
the present discounted value of cash flows. To assure a firm of determinate 
size, we postulate a Cobb-Douglas production function with decreasing returns 
to scale. 

The analysis employs specific assumptions about present and future prices, 
wages, and the firm's cost of capital (i.e., discount rate). Future prices and 
wages are assumed to be determined by a stochastic bivariate log-normal process. 
This exogenous process permits random changes in the price-wage ratio.2 Such 
a stochastic price-wage process could be generated by an erratic monetary policy 
if prices and wages adjust at different rates. Similar price-wage dynamics might 
ensue if the monopolistic labor sector experiences random changes in its bargain- 
ing power. This assumed price-wage process is not necessarily consistent with 
the changes in production and in the demand for labor which will be induced in 

* Manuscript received February 11, 1980; revised October 8, 1980. 
1 We wish to thank the referees of this Review for comments which have improved the ac- 

cessibility of our results. 
2 See Sheshinski and Dreze [1976] for a one period model in which prices and the size of the 

industry are endogenous. The authors assume that input costs are certain. 
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response to wage and price changes. The analysis also assumes that the firm's 
discount rate is constant over time. While this greatly simplifies the analysis, it 
rules out the possibility of a nonzero covariance between the firm's opportunity 
cost of funds and the economic conditions likely to be associated with particular 
wage-price ratios. It should also be understood that to derive the demand for 
capital given the discount rate is a partial equilibrium approach. Changes in 
uncertainty surely also affect the supply of equity funds and thereby likely change 
the expected value of the firm's discount rate. Despite the obvious shortcomings 
of our partial equilibrium approach, we have elected to utilize the assumptions for 
they have the virtue of allowing tractible results for the joint effects on the demand 
for capital of uncertainty and the interval between capital acquisition decisions. 

In Section 2 we develop the optimal values of the firm's decision variables, labor 
and capital, and the firm's market value for the case in which investment decisions 
are made at discrete intervals. These results are summarized in Theorem 1. In 
Section 3 we identify the joint effects upon the demand for capital of wage-price 
uncertainty and of the length of time between investment decisions. These effects 
are summarized by the elasticities reported in equations (15) and (16). In Section 
4 we derive solutions for optimal decisions when investment decisions are revised 
continuously. These results are summarized in Theorem 2. In Section 5 we 
summarize the results contained in the paper and identify unresolved problems. 

The results of this paper extend those of Hartman [1972]. That paper ex- 
amined the effects of increased uncertainty of future output prices, wage rates 
and investment costs on the quantity of investment undertaken by the firm. 
More specific assumptions about the production function and the stochastic 
process make it possible to show how those results depend upon the interval 
between capital acquisition decisions. Our analysis also makes it clear that it 
is uncertainty about the price-wage ratio which affects investment decisions. 

2. THE MODEL SOLUTION 

We assume a small firm with diminishing marginal returns. The firm's manage- 
ment views the rate of discount, r, which is applied to future cash flows by in- 
vestors evaluating the firm, as an exogenously determined parameter. Further- 
more, the firm views the process generating future product and capital equipment 
prices as well as wages as a given stochastic process, with known parameters. 
The firm at time 0, with planning horizon of length T into the future, initially 
has- no assets. The problem for management is to choose an investment strategy 
which maximizes the expected value of the future rents from production. 

The time interval [0, T] contains r= T/Ih equal subperiods of length hi, which 
is assumed to be the institutionally determined length of time between capital 
acquisition decisions. In each of these intervals, the capital outlay remains 
constant, although labor may be adjusted continuously. For a capital outlay 
of the amount k3 for the interval [jh, (?+ 1)h] and for the choice of a labor 
function L, the net cash flow for the interval would be 
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F1(k1j, Lj) 

- p(jhl)k + e-(r+6)hp((j + 1 I)h)kj * ejr(s-Jh)R(kj, L(s), p(s), w(s))ds, 

where r is the interest rate, 6 is the rate of depreciation, p(s) is the price and w(s) 
is the labor cost at time s, and 

R(kJ, L(s), p(s), w(s)) = p(s)AkOLV(s) - w(s)L(s) 

where a>07, />O, +f< I. 
Let log p(s) = 4(s), log w(s)= It(s). 

Assunmptions. (i) The bivariate stochastic process {(f(s), ij(s)), s ? 0} is a two- 
(limensional Brownian motion (B.M.) with linear drift (sp, iV) per unit time and 
covariance matrix ap parflP per unit time, starting at (4(0), i(0)). a tt 

ODl, b znP+---a2-r6<:0. 

The labor function L(s), o0s ? Tand the capital outlays {kj} are control 
variables which are non-negative, non-anticipative functions of price and labor 
cost, i.e., L(s)20 depends only on {(4(t), j(t)), t <s} and k 20 depends only on 
{(4(t, t(t))? t'jh}. For a given choice of {kf} and L1, the expected present 
discounted value of the firm over the period [0, TI is: 

fl-I 

V(0; {fk}, Lj) = E I e-irhF1(1t1, L). 
j=o 

We are interested in the maximum value 

V*(0) = V(0; {k}, L7) = max V(0; {kj}, L) 

where {k*} and L are the optimal choices for the control variables. 
Since by assumption (i) the behavior of the stochastic processes p(s) and w(s) 

are better understood in terms of C(s)=logp(s) and q(s)=logw(s), it will be 
convenient to work with logarithmic transforms of the control variables, viz., 

j log k and f(s) log L(s) 

and rewrite Fj(kj, Lj) as 

(1) j3j f)- exp [4, + 4(jh)] + exp [- (r + 6)h + fi + ?(j + I)h] + 

5| O) exp [- r(s - jh)] {A exp [oc4j + fhf(s) + d(s)I - exp [iJ(s) + q(s)]}Ids, 

and V(0; {k }, L) and V*(0) as 

(2) V(0; {Oj}, tf) E ?; e7jrhFj(kj, q) 

and 
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(3) V*(O) - V(?; {m}a /*)= x Fi(Oi, 0) 

For the maximization in (3), first fix {fo} and maximize V(G; {44, f) given by 
(2), with respect to f. Since q/(s) is allowed to depend on the observed prices 
and labor costs up to time s, the optimum f*(s, {4J}) for arbitrary {4j} is obtained 
by maximizing the integrand in the integral appearing in (t) at each s and for each 
observed (4(s), ij(s)). In other words, 3*(s, {1j}) is obtained by maximizing 

A exp [aq$1 + f(s) + s(s)] - exp [if(s) + q(s)] 

with respect to i/(s). Thus 

(4) exp[tll*(s; {frj})] = (AJ)tfi-exp{( > Ofj+ j-fl(s) - q(s})]. 

To obtain {44} and V*-*({i/}) the expression 
n-I i 

(5) V(O; b) E E i e-jraFj(4j1, A*({bj})) = E E e-jrhJE.Fj(4j, qf*({j}l)) 
j=O =0 

has to be maximized with respect to {'j), where the value of the function *({+1}) 
at s is given by (4) and 

(6) EjFj = E[FLj(t), i(t)), t ?jh]. 

For this, we have to first compute the conditional expectations given by (6). The 
following lemmas will be useful for this purpose. These are well-known properties 
of normally distributed random variables and their proofs are omitted. We shall 
use the notation X Y to mean that X and Y are random variables with the same 
distribution. 

LEMMA 1. (4(s), q(s)) can be expressed as 

= s) =(0) + rPs + apZ1(s) 

q(s) =1(0) + irws + paGZJs) + PI-p2 * oZ2(s) 

where {ZI(s), s>?} and {Z2(s), s?)0} are independent standard B.M.'s. 

LEMMA 2. If W is a standard normal random variable and a is a constant, 

then E exp [a WI exp L Pa2rj 

LEMMA 3. If {Z1(s)} and {Z2(s)} are independent B.M.'s and W is a standard 
normal random variable, then a1Z(s)+a2Z2(S)AV(+ W- 

The conditional expectation given by (6) can now be expressed in terms of 
{Z1(s)} and {Z2(s)} as 

(7) EjFj = E[Fj(4J, qf*({<k})) I Z1(t), Z2(t), t ?< h]. 

For the purpose of taking expectations, FJ may be replaced by another random 
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variable with the same distribution. We make such a replacement using the 
Markov property of BRM.'s in conjunction with Lemma 3 to get 

(8) F1j(q f*(t4o})) -exp [4j + t(0) + nr]h + apZ1(jh)]- 

{I exp [%, - r - 6)h + ap-hW 1W} + (A#P)14 

?(ep pjzf<7w )z1 j h) +VJ-p2 fP _2(ih)]X exP[ prs 

+ ( + 2ftpr 

where WI and W2 are standard normal random variables independent of {ZI(s), 
Z2(s), s g jh}. 

The conditional expectation of the future cash flows (7) is now computed for 
the expression given by (8) by using Lemma 2. Thus 

(9) EFj - exp [4j+ (0) + iyjh + apZ1(ih)]-(I - ebh) 

+ (AfP)I-# (I-fl) x expL(i _)+4(0I -fl() 

+ (ff- gw j h + Fp- l ( jh) 

+ V1 -p2 w% Z.(jh)]x exp [(g - r)h- I1/( r) 

where 

i(10 - flmw + - a - 2IpoaW + fl2a2 (10) I +2 - (I - ?)2 - 

which may also be written (after some manipulation) 

P 120) _ _ P ) I W 

+l 2f~ Pf Plfv W) 

Writing (9) as EjF=- C1 exp [OiJ + C2 exp1 ( j the optimal Oj is seen 

to be 

(1l) exp t+X] _01 -,8) Ci ~where d3 
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Putting this back in (9), we have 

EJFJ(Q/4, jfr/1))- C1 exp[q$J'] + C2 expL( a 

=A[(1-/3)l- clacs] = A [(1a -ebh)a exp [( -)4() 

-fi(O) + {(1 - c)n7p - fJirjih] - (e(Y-rlh- 1)1) 

x exp [(1-)a, - pficj}Z, (jh) + /l-p2floZ2(ih)] I 

,bh a 
_ p t_ 

Aexp [4',(1 -ao~(O) - flij(O)}] 

x exp [IA{( 1-c)rp - f37(w}jh 

+ |j{(1 -x)2cr2 + J2a2o - 2flpcpaow}jhW] 

by Lemma 3, where W is a standard normal random variable. By an application 
of Lemma 2, we now have 

(12) EEJFj('/4, qV*(0,p)) - 1 [ Ac& 3 (e(rl" - 1 A i i 
MA Llebh) g-r7) 

exp [A{(1 -4 (O) - #9q(0))]. exp [gtjh], 
where 

(13) g =A{(1-)n-flr + 2 1+p } 

which may also be written (again after some manipulation): 

(13') g' = (AfP+1)Q+ _++o)-Aflw++ -7) 

2 J 
P)# + I maWp -papaW + ) * 

From (3), (5) and (12), we now have 

(14) V*(O) =V(O; 4*)=E ? emJrhE1F1(q57 !I (4,)) 

_ P(O) p(O)>0 Aaf (e(G-r)h-'l \lPLAe(g-r)'-i 

A uw(O)} 7 &)W -qr J_ 

The following theorem summarizes the above derivation. In this theorem, 
k7 =exp[47] comes from (11), L*(s)=exp [tf*(s; {14})] comes from (4) and 
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V*(0) comes from (14) by converting the 4 and tj processes back to the p and w 
processes and writing 4(s) w(s)/p(s) for the real wage process. 

THEOREM L. Under assumptions (i) and (ii), 

(a) 1 ? = I r-A~ )?fl(ilebIJ vlIsPh) $1j 

(b) L*(s) [Af#k-/v'(s)]i7f 

(c) V*(0) p(O)(1mI ebb) k*(O) rliettL] 

where bir + -a2 r- X=1/(1-f) and g and g' are given by (10) and 

(13), respectively. 

The expression for the optimal capital acquisition decision for each future 
decision point (jh) is a function of all the parameters of the wage and price process 
(as are the labor demand and value of the firm) which appear in the g and b terms 
(and g' for the value). Reference to the definition of those terms demonstrates 
that g (and g') is the expected rate of growth of the real wage raised to a power 
(determined by the production function parameters) times the price. In the 
optimal capital quantity, this growth rate is shown minus the discount rate. 
Given the lognormality of these processes, variances appear in the expected 
growth rate of each process; thus the first two terms in the definition (10') for g 
and (13') for g' are the expected rate of price and wage appreciation, respectively. 
The term b represents expected price appreciation net of the discount rate and 
depreciation. 

The capital decision can be seen to be influenced in two ways by the stochastic 
processes. The term in g in the expression for k*(jh) is seen as the future value 
at the end of period of growth h of a dollar at g - r percent. This represents the 
expected increase in the profits from production over the interval h due to changes 
in wages and prices. We call this the "production effect" on the optimal capital 
stock. The b term, on the other hand, represents the rate of price increase on 
capital goods net of the rate of depreciation and the discount rate, and represents 
the "capital ownership effect" on the optimal decision. 

Investment in capital goods at discrete intervals is affected by two separate 
considerations: its effect on production over the decision period and the expected 
capital gain derived from title to production assets. Capital is qualitatively 
diffentiated from labor in that the ownership of capital introduces an additional 
source of speculative gain (or loss) which affects the optimal capital decision. 
This speculative activity of the firm is easiest to see if k is considered to be in- 
ventories, but is nonetheless present whatever the nature of the "fixed" asset. 

The nominal market value of the firm given by Theorem l is seen to represent 
the value of the opportunity for entrepreneurs to acquire the optimal capital stock 
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((Xcx)-I is the share of residual rents as a proportion of capital's share of income) 
multiplied by the current dollar value of the capital and the term in g'. The g' 
term is the ratio of the present values of two streams of income of length T (in the 
numerator) and h (in the denominator), discounted at the rate g'- r. This term 
can be interpreted as a multiplier reflecting the'value in terms of rents to capital 
ownership from future investment opportunities at time intervals of length Ii for T 
periods into the future. 

3. PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 

Two central issues are of interest to us in discussing the demand for capital. 
The first is the way price and wage variability affect the demand for capital goods. 
The second issue is the way in which the length of the decision-making interval, h, 
and the terminal time, T, interact with wage and price variability to influence 
capital spending decisions. 

In discussing the role of variability in the wage and price process, it is necessary 
to appreciate that, as mentioned above, the variances of the lognormally dis- 
tributed future wage and price levels affect the expected future values of those 
variables. For this reason, equations (10') and (13') factor out the role of the 
variance of prices and wages on expected future levels of those variables and 
include that influence in the first two terms of those expressions. The third term 
of g and g' represents the effect of the covariability of the wage and price process 
on the prospects for the firm. In the case of perfect covariability of wages and 
prices (p= + 1), the last term of g and g' drop out. 

In general, imperfect correlation between wages and prices (p<1) means that 
the real wage will vary with the stochastic wage and price changes. Since manage- 
ment may adjust the use of labor instantaneously, it can soften the blow of adverse 
real wage investments. Conversely, it may exploit any deterioration of the real 
wage. Because of the convexity of the profit function (due to the rents associated 
with decreasing returns to scale), variability in the real wage raises the expected 
growth rate of the firm's rents. This has the effect of increasing the firm's demand 
for capital with wage and price uncertainty. 

We may contrast two inflationary economies with the same expected price and 
wage level growth rates but different variances. This would be the case where 
policy makers in the higher variance economy lower their instantaneous growth 
rate targets associated with monetary policy to account for the effect of their 
economy's higher variability on expected future price and wage level changes. 
The existence of the third term in g and g' would still assure a higher level of 
demand for capital in that economy, everything else being equal. Thus variability 
has a unique role in raising the demand for capital goods. 

In the following analysis, we will consider the impact of increased variability 
represented by the third term in equations (10') and (13'), which we call j2, on 
the demand for capital goods. We ignore the effects of higher variances on 
expected future price and wage levels, assuming that the increased variability's 
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effect on expected growth rates is offset by lower instantaneous growth rates of 
wages and prices. We do this in order to isolate the effects of wage and price 
variability, as opposed to inflation, on demands. (However, even when p=1, 
whenever (Gp-os,-d) increases, g and g' increase.) If larger 62 is associated with 
an increase in that expression, preserving the mean rate of wage and price inflation 
is not necessary to our results concerning the effect of variances on capital demands. 

To analyze the effect of variability on capital demands, we compute the elas- 
ticity of the demand for capital with respect to d2. This is given by: 

(15) Eke C_?2 
A (l _ I 

> k 2 l- fi-g e(rI) 

The implication of equation (15) is that the higher degree of variability represented 
by d2, the larger the demand for capital. Furthermore, the greater C2, the more 
sensitive (in percentage terms) is the demand for capital. 

We are interested in the effect of the decision making interval, h, on the sen- 
sitivity of the capital demand to the variability in the wage and price process. 
The fact that capital can be adjusted from previous levels only after time intervals 
of length h is a key attribute of capital relative to labor. The fact that h is fixed 
can be interpreted as the fact that more frequent adjustments are prohibitively 
costly. The elasticity of the demand for capital with respect to variability is 
increased by larger h, since; 

Mktd-2 I an I -eeti i )h (I -h(r -#) 
(16) _) 1 esL)ti? -g)) >0. 

Oh 2 ,tff- - _ 

This means that the longer the interval between capital acquisition decisions, the 
more sensitive is the demand for capital to the variability in the system. Thus, 
while it can be shown that h has an ambiguous effect on the optimum capital 
decision (and V*(0)), economies with larger variability and longer decision making 
intervals will be characterized by larger demands for capital. 

At the maximum, h can be equal to T. In the case where the firm has an infinite 
horizon, but can only make an initial capital decision (i.e., h =T= i), the ex- 
pressions in Theorem 1 become particularly simple. For example, k* becomes: 

(17) LV = Aal'f/li 1) h = T= 

which can hold only if r-g>0. This is the case reported in Dietrich and 
Heckerman [19801. The g' and b terms do not appear in this solution, since 
capital is never sold and never adjusted. 

In summary, the effect of variability is to increase the demand for capital. 
Furthermore, the effect on this demand of variability is greater, the longer the 
period over which each capital acquisition decision obtains. 
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4. VARIABILITY AND THE DEMAND FOR CAPITAL IN THE CONTINUOUS CASE 

To examine the impact of wage and price variability on the demand for capital 
when there are no limitations on adjustment, we take the limits of the optimum 
values for the discrete model given in Theorem I as hi the decision interval, goes 
to zero. We must then show that this limiting value is equivalent to the opti- 
mization of a continuous model. The first step is straightforward, where we 
can see, given the continuity of the wage and price functions, that: 

(18) (a) lim k = A ) 1lfl9f( 1 ( ) 
b1-* xt(ti b} 

(b) limL*(t) ~-Afl L{JOf 
I ) -00 ? w(t)j 

(c) im V*(O) P0 k* e(g'-r)T- 
h +0 A 0 ? ) b"( - g) 

where use of Ml1Iopital's rule has been made in evaluating the limits. 
We must show that the limiting values of the optimal values from the discrete 

model represent the optimal values from a continuous time model. In con- 
tinuous time, the market value of the firm can be written: 

V(O) = E e6rsF(k(s), L(s), p(s), w(s))dsj 

and the problem is to determine the optimal paths {k*(s), L*(s)} to maximize 
tihls expectation. Define a new non-anticipative capital function 

kn(s) = k(jh) 2 0 jh ? s < (j + )h, 

where the interval [0, TI has been subdivided as inl the discrete case and k4(s) 
converges to k(s) as the interval length, h Tln, goes to zero. Recall the discrete 
multiperiod model, 

Vh(O) = EL eJteFj(kp L) 

where the subscript h now connotes that capital acquisition decisions are made at 
discrete time intervals of length hL. V(O) can be rewritten (using the notation 
from the first section) 

Vh(O) = E { erhp(Ih)e- h[e8i1k1 - e6(i1)h kl 
J=1 

T Tr 
+ e sp(s)d[e,]sk(s)- e-sp(s)d[eOsk(s)i 

+ erT-hp(T)k(T) - p(O)k(O) + c rrsR(p(s), w(s), k(s), L(s))ds 
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n1-i F(j+t)h 
+ . ersR(p(s), w(s), kn(S), L(s)) 

R(p(s), w(s), k(s), L(s))dsj} 

Now, as n-too, i.e., h-+O, the first three terms of the above become: 

as 

e<6p(s)d[elsk(s)] + errTp(T)k(T) - p(O)k(O) 

and the last two terms become: 

T 

S crR(p(s), w(s), k(s), L(s))ds. 

Hence the continuous decision model is: 

V(O) = E L- e-6sp(s)dEe6k(s)] + 5 e-rsR(s)ds + erTp(T)k(T) - p(O)k(O)j. 

Since V(O) will reduce to Vh(O) if k(s) is replaced by kn(s), we can compare the 
optimized values of V(O), V,,(O) by comparing the sets of allowable controls, C. 
If C" = {k, L} is allowable for the multiperiod model with equal sized subintervals 
and C = {k, L} is allowable for the continuous decision model, then C, cC for 
all n and Vt(O) ? V*(.4 Moreover, CaC2 for all n so that V*(O)? V*t2O). 
Now suppose that Jk* and L* are the choices of k and L which optimize V(O). 
Then for each n there is a k,,, LX such that kn--*k*, L,,-+L* and {k, Ln}eC,,. 
Moreover, Vh(O) evaluated using k{n and L. will converge to V*(O)* However, 
Vh(O) evaluated using k, and L,, is less than or equal to V,(O). Hence, 

lim Vt(O) = V*(O). 
he 

- 

We have proven the following: 

THEOREM 2. The optimal values for capital, labor, and the market value for 
a firm under the assumptions of Theorem 1 in continuous time are given by 
equations (18a), (18b) and (18c). 

In contrasting the continuous and discrete period solutions, the most remarkable, 
if intuitively appealing, result is that the variability parameter, 42, does not 
appear in the capital acquisition or labor demand functions. If the firm can 
make and implement investment plans instantaneously, expected stochastic 
changes in the real wage do not influence its decision making. The production 
effect on optimal capital is captured completely by the instantaneous real wage. 
A larger degree of variability in the wage and price process have no effect on the 
instantaneous demand for capital when the firm can adjust instantaneously. 

The capital ownership effect remains in the continuous time model in the term 
in b. This term represents the typical net cost of capital term which appears 
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in capittal demand models derived in continuous time, such as Jorgensen [1967]. 
In the continuous time case, however, the critical role played by the necessary 
capital holding period, namely h in the discrete time model, is not discernible. 
In contrasting the role of b in the discrete and continuous models, it can be seen 
that the ownership effect may be larger or smaller than the continuous case, 
depending on h. As stated above, the overall effect of h in the discrete case on 
k* is not signable, however. 

5. IMPLICATIONS 

The role of variability on the demand for capital and the value of the firm has 
been shown to be due to the variability in the real wage, represented by j2. The 
surprising conclusion is that variability in the real wage, under our assumptions 
that wages and prices follow a bivariate log Brownian motion, increases the 
demand for capital, essentially by increasing the expected growth rate of real and 
nominal profits. However, the degree to which this variability affects the capital 
acquisition decision is affected by the length of the decision making interval, 
and is not a factor in the continuous case. 

Our results obtain for an economy where decision makers take the parameters 
of the stochastic wage and price processes as given. Comparisons between 
economies do not really provide implications for policy. Thus we are not saying 
that the government should seek to raise or lower the variability of the price 
and wage generating process. We only emphasize that variability enters the 
capital acquisition decision in a positive way, and thus uncertainty may work to 
raise the demand for investment capital. 

Several interesting implications for further research are suggested by the above. 
First, one obvious question to be explored is how robust these results are to 
alternative assumptions concerning the stochastic wage and price process, the 
production function, and the cost of capital. A second question is how the optimal 
decisions change when the parameters of the stochastic process are not known 
with certainty, but are rather estimated by decision makers from observed realized 
values. In other words, how is the system modified by investors who are learning? 
Another obvious extension of the analysis is to make the decision making interval 
a variable to solve for explicitly by associating some cost with capital adjustments. 

While this list does not exhaust the interesting extensions of this problem, it 
does highlight some limitations of investment analysis derived under the assump- 
tion of continuity. Capital is only differentiated from labor in a qualitative way 
in the discrete time case. In the discrete case, many factors are seen to affect 
the demand for capital which have heretofore not been considered. 
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